
First Sunday of the Epiphany (Baptism of Christ) Year C 09.01.22

Acts 8:14-17 & Luke 3:15-17; 21-22

Epiphany Moments

I wonder if you’ve had any epiphany moments in the last few weeks or months, any
light bulb moments? It would seem that epiphany is quite a good metaphor for what
some of us have been experiencing since the pandemic began. Covid has given us a
chance to reassess things. Some of us had lockdown epiphanies: the fresh realisation
that we’re all connected, that there is a lot of inequality in our society, that our
relationships and health are of primary importance.

This morning we’re going to start by (1) thinking about the nature of ‘an epiphany’ –
are they long lasting or superficial? Then we’ll (2) take a look at the ‘Epiphany
moment’ of Christ’s baptism. (3) We’ll consider how epiphanies are sometimes
‘hidden in plain sight’, and finally (4) remind ourselves of the kind of spiritual
practices that might help us uncover those epiphany moments.

The aim is to encourage us to be alert to epiphanies, although this comes with a
caveat that we don’t primarily seek out epiphanies, we in fact seek God. An epiphany
is very likely a gift from God, but God uncovers this gift for us in his own time, and in
his own way. But there are things we can do to make sure we don’t miss these gifts,
these moments of grace.

Calling an epiphany a ‘light bulb moment’ seems appropriate too, because ‘phanos’
means light. During the season of Epiphany we explore how the light of good news is
unveiled to the gentiles – via three consecutive Sundays and stories: the Magi, the
Baptism of Christ and the miracle of the water into wine. In each case, as the
epiphany unfolded, we are told in the scripture that God’s glory broke out and that
those involved worshiped. An epiphany is a moment of realisation, or understanding,
- a eureka moment. As a result of the epiphany moment, we are changed; we see
things differently. It’s a moment of grace. ‘Epi-phanos’ means unveiling of light. It
implies that we suddenly see something that perhaps was there already, but which
we didn’t see fully before.

I read the other day of a Covid-epiphany, which is not unusual these days. People
have reported that real change in their lives has come about due to the enforced
inactivity and reassessment we have all experienced, and which was most noticeable
in the first lockdown when, for most people, everything suddenly stopped. A
journalist writing in the Economist, who was living in Paris during the winter of 2020,
wrote about her family’s discussion over a meal, where a sudden decision was made
to move to somewhere warmer, to relocate the entire family to Spain, in fact, which
took her somewhat by surprise.



https://www.economist.com/1843/2021/05/12/my-covid-epiphany-a-year-of-doing-
nothing-changed-everything

Reflecting later she wrote: ‘At the time this seemed like a freak, spontaneous
decision. Only later did I realise that people all around me were launching
life-changing projects of their own or having epiphanies about who they were and
what really mattered.’

Maybe you’ve also had a few Covid epiphanies – it would be unusual to go through
something like what we’ve all gone through and not have something like a mini
epiphany. I guess the test of whether it was a true epiphany is if it effects lasting
change. Moving somewhere warmer, for example, might feel wonderful at first, but
after a while we might notice that we are in fact the same person on the inside –
merely changing the outward circumstances is no guarantee of inner change.

(2) So, having celebrated the coming of the Magi to the Christ child, we turn this
week to the baptism of Jesus. It’s an epiphany moment because as Jesus prays, we
are told ‘the heaven was opened and the Holy Spirit descended upon him in bodily
form like a dove’. It’s a moment of revealing for Jesus’ true identity – here he’s fully
implicated in the Godhead, yet humbly submitting to baptism. It’s a moment of
revealing for his mission – he will soon be sent out into the wilderness to meet the
tempter face to face. Luke is the only gospel writer to include the small detail that
Jesus was praying when this revelation, this epiphany, happened. We’ll come back to
this in a moment.

When epiphanies (or ‘theophanies’) like this happen, language and imagery are often
inadequate. “The heaven was opened”, is the phrase, but what would that exactly
look like? Ouranos (Greek for heaven) is really also ‘sky’ so perhaps it’s better to
imagine something like a crack in the sky…when we say ‘the heavens suddenly
opened’ we mean it suddenly started to rain…again, putting into words a one-off
numinous event is very hard.

And the Holy Spirit is pictured as a dove. It was ‘like a dove’ – which doesn’t
necessarily equate to ‘it was a dove’. It might just mean something settled on Jesus
very gently. Sometimes when people sense the very real presence of God, it does feel
like a soft weight on your head. I don’t know if that has ever been your experience? It
certainly suggests the Spirit’s action in baptism here was gentle. Think how doves coo
– over their young. This is the kind of Spirit that came upon Jesus. God as a mother
bird with a very light touch, perhaps….?

And God’s voice is heard in this epiphany. But was this a sense of God speaking or an
actual voice like a human voice? Did some just hear rumbling, as seems to be the
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case in other instances of the voice of God being heard in Scripture? When it comes
to epiphanies we are nearly always struggling for words.

(3) So, to what extent are epiphanies ‘hidden in plain sight?’ I love the phrase hidden
in plain sight. I’m unsure of the derivation but the idea is that something is veiled, but
it’s not far from you. And this rings true to our experience. God is ‘Immanuel’, God
with us. But so often God appears veiled – he appears absent. But perhaps he’s
‘hidden in plain sight’?

It’s like when you lose something, then find it again. Something goes missing: you
hunt about in all sorts of places without success, then you blink, and it’s there, on the
table where you put it, ‘staring you in the face’. It’s a question of perception & I think
it has implications for theology. It seems an apt phrase for Christ too: hidden in plain
sight. Jesus was fond of ending his parables with the phrase, ‘let those that have ears,
listen’. In other words, it was more about your attitude towards God than your
cleverness at understanding his stories. If you had the ears, you would hear. If you
were open, you would see. If you could accept Jesus as Messiah, you would see the
kingdom of God. It’s not that the kingdom isn’t among us, it’s more that we can be
‘deaf’ and ‘blind’.

To the casual observer Jesus was another person coming to John for baptism – going
down into the water and coming back up again. Hundreds did the same. If you were
to make a film of Jesus’ baptism, you’d perhaps have a dove fly across the screen at
the moment he comes out of the water – the Spirit perhaps – but to many an eye,
just a bird: such things are to be seen every day. In fact, in Jesus, God was so well
hidden in plain sight that those who couldn’t accept Jesus gave his very ordinariness
as evidence that he couldn’t have been the Messiah: ‘Isn’t he the son of Joseph, and
aren’t his brothers and sisters known to us?’ ‘Can anything good come out of
Nazareth?’

So if we want to be alert to epiphanies, our posture towards God is vital.

(4) Let’s end by looking at this final point. We’ve noticed that Luke has Jesus praying
at the moment of his epiphany – at that foundational moment when the Spirit falls
on him. In prayer Jesus presents himself to the Father and is open to what God has in
store. To pray is to be open. Many of us, as we grow in prayer, learn that instead of
presenting God with a shopping list and stressing when our items aren’t available, we
instead come empty handed. We come without words. Prayer needs space, time and
attention. We give space, time and attention to whatever we really value. Being
prayerful will mean we are more likely to hear the gentle whisper of the dove: you
are my child in whom I delight. Those are our words this morning; this is our
epiphany this morning.



When we know that God delights in us, we can go onto offer that delight in our
relationships, and to our community. We can offer deep listening and attentiveness,
because that is the way God is towards us. Those epiphany moments when we see
God at work, when we are surprised by God, will often reveal people whom we
would normally think of as unlikely recipients of God’s grace. Who is it out there in
our community, whom God is calling us to be in friendship with this year? Our
Scriptures give us countless examples of people who were not obviously in the family
of faith, whom God moved to do something significant: the Magi; the Roman
Centurion whose slave Jesus healed, and the prostitute, Rahab.

We’ve seen that Epiphany is about light and about unveiling. We’ve seen how some
people have had Covid-epiphanies, but will they be permanent? We’ve wondered
about Jesus’ own epiphany moment of baptism that came as he was praying.
Although it might have looked perfectly ordinary to many onlookers, it revealed his
identity ‘hidden in plain sight’, as it were. Finally we’ve thought about how our own
stance of prayerful attentiveness to God can open us up to moments of epiphany. As
we worship together this year, may we be given grace to be open and alert to all the
epiphany moments God has in store for us and for our our community. Amen.


